
Jaguar E-type Open
Two Seater, Launch
Vehicle

Now £449,950
Overview

 Registration
 
655MYC

 Registered
 
1968

 Fuel Type
 
Petrol

 Tax Band
 
N/A

 Colour
 
Blue

 Engine Size
 
3.8 l

 Interior Trim
 
N/A

 Fuel Consumption
 
N/A

Description

This incredible “outside bonnet latch” E-Type

Convertible was manufactured in 1961 as one of the

original dealer demonstrator vehicles and was

dispatched to Jaguar agents W. Sparrow in Yeovil,

Somerset UK. Within the first seventy right-hand drive

E-type roadsters the car was manufactured within the

first few weeks of E-type production. The E-Type is

finished in the correct and original colours of opalescent

silver blue with blue hood and blue leather interior. The

car is matching numbers with the front frame stamped

head stamped an engine block stamped. The uniquely

located body number is in place on the front bulkhead

unlike other E-types where this is in the boot. The car

does maintain the majority of the unique in-period

features only seen on the early production vehicles: the

interior has the correct high-back, high-arched seats,

the dashboard is correct and has the unusual round

ashtray without the horn spears present on later cars.

The chrome work on the door tops and around the

windscreen is correct. The car is fitted with the rare fuel
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gauge that doesn’t show the 3/4 fill mark and the hood

clasps are correct for period. The E-Type does come

with a significant history file comprising restoration

photographs, vehicle information sheet, Heritage

Certificate, a multitude of maintenance invoices and

historic MOT certificates. This is a rare opportunity to

acquire a very early example of the legendary E-type,

directly from Jaguar Classic. The car will be fully

serviced for its new owner to enjoy.

Jaguar Land Rover Classic UVL

Classic Works, Imperial Road, Ryton-on-Dunsmore, United

Kingdom, CV8 3LF
Opening Hours

Monday 09:00 - 17:00 Tuesday 09:00 - 17:00

Wednesday 09:00 - 17:00 Thursday 09:00 - 17:00

Friday 09:00 - 15:30 Saturday
Appointment

only

Sunday
Appointment

only

Call: +44 (024) 7656 6600

Located atJaguar Land Rover Classic - United
Kingdom

Every effort has been made to ensure the accuracy of the information above, however, errors may occur. Do not rely entirely on this
information but check with your centre about items which may affect your decision to purchase.
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